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CONFUSION'S MASTERPIECE
APRIL IS, 1974

ROGER W. CLARK

When the possibilitY,of my becoming,a member of the Literary Club was flrst under conslderation and my sponsor and I were going oVier the proposal form, we came to that question which asked what
my contribution to the Club program would be.
"I will write p~pers on historical subjects,"
I said quickly, believing that I had disposed of that
question adroitly and effectively.
To my surprise my sponsor looked concerned.
"I don't know," he said. "After all this is a Ii terary club."
"I know," I said, "but literary papers can
be written on historical subjects. I've heard some
historical papers at some of the Club meetings I
have attended as a guest."
"But this is a literary club," he persisted.
"If you expect me to write papers on literary subjects," I countered, "forget itt After all
history is my field."
He thought a bit. "Could we say that youOll
write essays?" he suggested.
"Sure, I'll write essays, but they'll probably be on historical subjects," I replied.
Well, that essay bit evidently satisfied
the Club members, because I seem to be a member, and
tonight, contrary to everything I have said, I come
with a paper on-- of all things-- a literary subject.
I was feeling rather virtuous about all
me writing a paper on a literary subject-untll one evening when I was sitting at the table of
the sages in the southwest corner of this room, I was
thoroughly deflated. One of the wise men casually
remarked, "It's a long time since we have had a paper
that's a book report; thank God! In my opinion that's
thi~--
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t he worst possible subject for a Literary Club paper."
Well, gentlemen, be prepared to listen to a
Literary Club paper on the worst possible subject.
I

The title of this paper was suggested by
Macbeth, Act II, S~Ane III, where Macduff crieo woefully after viewing the body of the stricken Duncan,
"Confusion now hath made his masterpiece!" The subject of this paper, however, is better described in
Macbeth, Act V, Scene V. What I am concerned with
here is "a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing."
The first section of the tale is actually
told by an idiot. From time to time some sound and
fury do emit, and, in the final analysis, after all
the tumult and shouting is over, there is left very
little of significance. What I propose to do this
evening is to discuss ~nd attempt to analyze William
Faulkner's challenging novel, The Sound and the Fury,
that masterpiece of confusion, the title of which is
t a ken from the foregoing Quotation from Macbeth.
An d at this point we will leave Shakespeare and Macbeth for good.
The Sound and the Fury is a story of a deca dent southern family, the Compsons, who resided in
J e fferson, Mississippi, soms fifty years ago. Among
the Conpsom forebears were governors, generals, and
ot her worthies. Of their once proud plantation which
consisted of almost one thousand acres, all that rema ined were the house and adjoining buildings, all
s a dly in need of painting, repair, and general renov a tion. Here the Compson family continued to live,
ca red for by an assemblage of Niggers without whom it
would have been v irtually impossible for them to
ca rryon. I shall use the term "Niggers" herein excl usively, not because of any personal prejudice on
my part against the members of the Black race, but
b e cause this is the term that Mr. Faulkner almost
always used. To show some measure of deference to
t he Blacks, howeve r , I shall always use a capital N.
The Compson family consisted of the father,
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Jason Compson, the mother, Caroline Bascomb ~o~pson,
her brother, Maury Bascomb, a ~le~t~ng and Pltlful
character who is of no great slgnlflcance, and fo~r
children. The father was a one time lawyer, who, ~t
would seem had more briefs than cases and more flles
than clients, but who had long since abandoned his
profession for a more delightful and rewarding oc~upa
tion, the decanter, which he kept constantly at hlS
side to be filled at frequent intervals by one of the
Niggers. Caroline, the mother, was a semi-invalid,
rarely venturing outside the house, keeping mostly
to her bed, and alsays complaining and lamenting the
fact that she was such a burden to everybody. She
was forever assuring all that soon she would be dead
and that their burden would cease. She kept giving
this assurance for more than thirty years.
The children were Quentin, the oldest son;
Candace, the only daughter, who was often called
Caddy for short; Jason, the second son; and Benjamin, the youngest, who, at his birth was names Maury
after his uncle, but whose name was changed to Benjamin when it became evident that he was in fact an
imbecile. Benjamin, often called Benjy, was wholly
unable to care for himself. He could neither was no r
dress himself and fed himself only with the greatest
of diff iculty usually requiring some .assistance. He
~as ab~e to move about but had not learned t o speak
lnte~11gent1y and s~ent most of his time slobbering,
moanlng, ana bellowlng. Like a small child he had t
be wat~hed every minute. The family, too proud to
have hlm committed, had him watched and cared for a t
all times by one of the young Niggers that lived on
the plac e ! usually a child or grandchild of Dilsey,
the ol d .Nlgger mamm¥ who,was with the Compsons througt ?ut, ralsed a ll thelr chlldren, and did all the cooklng and house work.
The plot for the most part centers around
the years 1909 to 1911 with a sequel covering a thre e
day interval in April of the year 1928. In the summer
of 1909 the Compsons sold the last of their pasture
land to be made into a golf course in order to raise
money for two purposes: to send their ol~est son,
Quentin, to Harvard, and to marry off thelr da~ ght~r,
Candace. Both objectives were ach~eved: Quentln dld
matriculate at Harvard, and on Aprll 24, 1910, Candac e
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was married to Herbert Head, a wealthy man from
Indiana whom she had met the summer before when she
and her mother were vacati oning at French Lick.
Everything seemed fine except for one slight miscalculation: Two months before the wedding Candace
became pregnant. No one, not even Candace herself,
knew for sure who the father was, since she had been
playing around considerably during the preceeding
year . It was even suggested that her brother, Quentin,might be the father, since there had existed between this brother and sister an unusual relationship. So strong was this relationship and so upset
was Quentin by his sister's illicit relations and subsequent marriage that at the end of his first year at
Harvard he committed suicide by drowning himself in
the Charles River. When it became evident that Candace's child would be born too soon, her husband
threw her out and divorced her. Mr. Compson went
north after the birth to bring his infant granddaughter home to Jefferson to live, but, while Candace's parents assumed the burden of her illegitimate daughter, they disowned Candace absolutely. Her
name was never thereafter to be mentioned in the
Compson household. Finding his daughter's disgrace
and his son's suicide more than he could bear, Mr.
Compson drank himself to death in short order.
Candace sent checks home regularly for her
daughter 's care. Her mother would have nothing to do
with these, but her brother, Jason intercepted them
and, forging his mother's name, cashed them. He
kept the money hidden .in his room, never giving any
of it to or using any of it for his niece.
The scene now moves to the year 1928.
Candace's daughter was now a young girl seventeen
years of age, unloved and untamed. She rarely attended school and ran wildly about the country side. Her
grandmother, always ailing and wholly inadequate for
the responsibility of raising her but refusing to
de le gate the responsibility elsewhere, sought to keep
her under control by locking her in her room at night.
Her uncle, Jason, resented her very presence and
treated her badly.
town.

On April 6, 1928, a traveling show came to
Jason, who had a job in a store, saw his niece
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around town on several occasions both on that day
and on the next with one of the characters from the
show, but was unable to confront them personally.
When on the second evening after.a dreadful scene at
dinner Jason's niece was locked ~n her room bY,her
grandmothcr as usual, she crawled out of her wlndow
and along the roof to Jason's room, breakin~ the
window to get in. She found where he had hldden her
money and took it. She returned to her own room the
way she had come and collected most of her possessions. She then climbed down a pear tree conveniently located outside her window and went off to
join her lover.
'
It would not be difficult to visualize
Jason's reaction on the next morning, which happened
to be Easter morn, when the departure of his nie ce
with what was rightfully her own money was discovered.
He set out in hot pursuit only to learn that the show
had meanwhile moved on t oa neighbording town. Overtaking the show at its new location he was informed
by the manager that his niece's lover had been dismissed from the company the night before because of
his carrying on. The pair had l~~t together for
parts unknown, and neitherof them was ever seen nor
heard of again. Jason had no other recourse but to
take his frustration out on his idiot brother, Benjy.
Such is the essence of the plot. The book
is divided into four sections, parta, or chapters,
whatever you want to call them. In this paper we
will refer to them as sections. The only t itle that
is given to each of these is a date: The first bears
the date April 7, 1928; the second, June 2 , 1910; the
third , April 6 , 1928 ; and the fourth, April 8, 1928.
The first three are all written in the first person,
the fourth being in the third person. The first is
told by the idiot, Benjamin; the second by Quentin,
the oldest son; and the third by Jason, the remaining son. There is little coherence in the manner i n
which the story is told, and there is considerable
repetition. We get the story mainly as seen through
the eyes of each of the three Compson brothers.
While theoretically the action is confined entirely
to the four days mentioned above, there are frequent
flashbacks to other times.
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II

The first section, related by the feebl~
minded Benjamin, bears th~ date ~pril.7, 1928, whlch
happened to be Benjy's thlrty-th1rd blrthday and also
the day on which Candace's illegitimate daughter :obbed
her uncle and departed. Except for ~nc.of two ~h7n9s
he saw that concerned his niece, BenJam1n s act1v1t1es
on this particular day, as on any other day, ~ere
neither interesting nor significant. It was Just the
usual continuous drooling, bawling, and incoherent
utterances.
While technically all of the action in this
section took place upon the one day, th~re are ?on~
stant reminders of past incidents. BenJY had d1ff1culty in distinguishing between t~e pre?ent and the
past. Without warning the scene w1ll sh~ft, and we .
realize that what we are reading about 18 not talklng
place in the present~- that is 1928-- but at ~ome earlier time, sometimes going back as much as th1rty
years.
For example, the section opens with Benjy
watching through the fence some golfers playing a
hole in what used to be the Compson meadow, while
Luster, the Nigger who was taking care of Benjy, was
looking in the grass for a quarter he had lost which
his mother had given him so that he could go to the
traveling show that had come to town. When the golfers moved on to the next hole, disappearing from
sight, Luster suggested that they go down to the
brook, or branch as they called it, which required
that they crawl through a broken place in the fence.
While crawling through the fence Benjy snagged himself on a nail, which reminded him of the time almost
thirty years ago when he snagged himself on a nail
while he and his sister, Caddy, were crawling through
the fence to go up to see the pigs. Scarcely aware
of the change we find ourselves watching pigs on a
cold day instead of golfers on a mild day. : The cold
in turn brings to mind another time shortly before
Christmas when Benjy was allowed to go out and froze
his hands because he would not keep them in his pockets.
Then bacn to the' present briefly when Luster gave Benjy
a jimson flower to pacify him, and back to a day when
he met Caddy as she was coming home from school. Then
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back to the present again briefly when they passed
the carriage house,which reminded Benjy of the time
he and his mother rode to the cemetary shortly after
his father had died.
And so it goes with almost one hundred
changes of scenery throu ghout this section. The
only way the reader is informed of a change of scene
is through the use of italics. When the text changes
to italics, we are warned that this is a different
episode. When the italics cease, we mayor we may no t
have another change of scene. The best clue we have
as to when a particular incident took place was the
Nigger who was then taking care of Benjy. If it was
Versh, we know that we are back in early childhood;
if it was T.P., we know that we are somewhere between
1905 and 1912; if it was Luster, we know that it
probably is 1928. Faulkner had originally thought of
using a different color type to depict different
scenes, but abandoned this idea, most unfortunately,
I think, because the printing costs would have been
prohibitive.
What devices may be used to tell a tale
through the eyes of an idiot? One device that
Faulkner uses is to tell the story to a l arge extent
in terms of the senses, sight, sound, and especially
smell. A few examples: liMy shadow was higher than
Luster's on the fence." "I could see the window
where the trees were buzzing." "I could smell the
cold. II III could hear -it getting night." Whenever
his sister, Caddy, embraces him, he was conscious tha~
she "smelled like trees." She smelled like trees
every time but one. That time she had on a "long
veil like shining wind," and because she didn 't smell
like trees, Benjy knew something was wrong and began
to bellow . His sister was being married, and he was
not to see her again.
Incidentally, it seems that Benjy got drunk
at Caddy's wedding drinking "sassprilluh," which the
Nigger then in charge sneaked out of the cellar.
There are such statements as these: "--We went toward the barn. Then the barn wasn't there and we had
to wait until it came back. I didn't see it come
back. It came behind us--" and
I ran into the box
When. I tried to climb onto it it jumped away and hit •
I' _ _
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me on the back of the head--" All of this is related
in dead seriousness. One hopes that Benjy had some
fun out of it all.
A story can hardly be told entirely in terms
of the senses, and so Faulkner resorts to some other
rather ingeni ous devices to ge t his story acros~.
For one thing, for all his imbecility, Benjy has a
fabulous memory, recalling just as though they were
occurring in the present events that occurre-d as much
as thirty years before when he was but three years of
age , a feat difficult for a normal intellect. For
another thing, Benjy records accurately all conversations that he hears, although he has not the foggiest
concept of their meaning, so that they have no emotional effect on him at all. Much of this section
is conversation. Finally, Benjy calls everyone by
name , but he neither describes them nor relates them
t o each other, except that he does refer to his
parents as Mother and Father. We do not know who is
black and who white, who is old and who young, and
at times who is male and who female.
This is all v ery confusing indeed, but not
confusing enough to satisfy Mr. Faulkner. To create
the supreme masterpie ce of confusion, he introduces
on top of all this three sets of characters with the
same name. There are the two Jasons, father and son;
t here are the two Maurys-- Benjamin was called Maury
until he was five years old; and then there are the
two Quentins. You will recall that the oldest son
was named Quentin; when Caddy's illegitimate daughter
was born following Quentin's suicide, she named her
Quentin after her deceased brother. Pity the poor
disoriented reader who finds Quentin sometimes referred to in the masculine and sometimes in the feminine-- the gender of the personal pronoun is almost
the only clue we have as - to which Quentin we are
reading about, and, for that matter, that there are
two Quentins.
Presumably the entire story is told in this
section, but the references to many of the events are
so obscure that even the well-informed reader after
careful study cannot really spot them. One who
struggles through this first section- without any
advance briefing will find when he has finished that
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he has no clearer picture of what went on than did
Benjy himself. Mainly through re~etition the ~ollow
ing facts are particularly emphaslzed, though ln no
particular order: Benjy's sister, Caddy, was the onl-one who really cared for him and could quiet him; a~
an early age his name was ch~n~ed from MaurY,to BAnJ a min: his mother was always alllngj Candace dld get
married, though we know not to whom nor do we know
anything of the ultimate outcome. The reference to
Quentin's suicide istoo obscure La possibly be enlightening-- such a thing was wholly beyond Benjy's
comprehension-- nor is there any explanation of just
who the second Quentin is. On the other hand, Benjy
was much impressed by his grandmother's death when he
was three years old, because the children were sent
out of the house during the services and Caddy climb ec
a tree to try to see what was going on inside. This
episode has a strange significance, as we shall see.
The events of April 7, 1928, are conce rned
mainly with Luster's maneuvering Benjy from place to
place in the hope of finding his lost quarter or obtaining another one. In his wanderings Benjy, by
chance, came upon Quentin sitting in thc swing with
a man, which reminded him of the time when he came
upon Caddy sitting in the swing with a disagreeable
man named Charlie, the only hint in this section of
her concupiscence. Later Benjy and Luster went to t r.:
kitchen for a birthday celebration of sorts. Luster' 2
attempts to get a quarter from Jason were unsuccessful, but he did later get one from Quentin, and so
was able to go to the show.
But before he could go he had to put Benjy
to bed for the night. While getting him ready, Luste ~
happened to look out of the window. "Here she come,"
he said and led Benjy to the window to watch Quentin's escape with the money. Here is how Benjy drscribed what he saw: "It came out of Quentin's
window and climbed across into the tree. We watched
the tree shaking. The shaking went down the tree,
then it came out and we watched it go away across the
grass . Then we couldn't see it." Benjy then went to
bed and dreamed of how Caddy had put him to bed one
night many years ago. On this note the first section
comes to an end.
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III
Our first sensation on beg inning the second
s e ction, which is told by Quentin, the oldest son, is
on e of relief because here we encounter for the first
time a real intelligence. But our relief is short
lived. Here we find the writing to be actually more
confused and obscure. While with Benjy the past and
present merge to gether in one confused mass of images,
his mind, such as it was, tended to move in a relaxed
and leisurely manner. Quentin's mind, on the other
hand, moved with a rapidity that is breath-taking.
In this section the action again often reverts to the
past , but here the scene shifts come with a suddenness and frequency that is staggering. In Benjy's
section there are in all ninety-nine scene shifts; in
Quentin's there are two hundred. In the middle of a
sentence the scene may unexpectedly shift for a few
words, and then may shift once more, our only warning
a gain being through the use of italics.
Consider, for example, this rather strange
sentence, which is really not a sentence at all:
"Spaced and peaceful and serene, with that quality of
autumn always in bells even in the month of brides
Lying on the ground under the window bellowing. He
took one look at her and knew." The reference to the
bells has to do with the Harvard chimes ; the reference to bellowing alludes to Caddy's wedding when
Benjy found she no longer smelled like trees) the
"one look at her and knew" concerns an incident that
occurred one year earlier when Candace first lost her
virginity.
The date of this section, June 2, 1910, is
the date of Quent in's suicide, although the suicide
itself is not described in any way. It seems that
Quentin had decided to commit suicide early in the
day because he wrote a letter to his father and also
a note to his roommate. He then set forth and after
a bit by chance met up with some friends who were on
their way to a picnic. He joined them and then proceeded to ruin the picnic by getting into a fight with
one of the boys. He left the group after the fight
and returned to his room where he tried to clean himself off. As he was leaving to drown himself, he remembered that he had not brushed his teeth , and so he
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returned to brush his teeth before his final departure. The only real clue that we have of his suicidal
intent is the following statement near the end of
this section: "A quarter hour yet. And then I'll
not be . The peacefullest words . Peacefull est words."
In this section we learn most about Candace's affairs , her subsequent marriage, and her husband
Quentin recalls at great length many incidents of his
past, but his most frequent recollect ions concern his
sister, particularly the time when she lost her virginity the preceeding summer, the time when he met
her fiance , a likable but untrustworthy fellow, and
the night before the wedding , when he and Caddy talked
and ' she confessed that she had to get married.
The only one of Caddy's many loveres who
was identified by name was a man named Dalton Ames.
Quentin took it upon himself the summer before to
arrange a meeting with Dalton Ames in which he dramatically ordered him to leave town. A fight ensued in
which Quentin was overpowered. The interesting thing
about this fight is that Quentin describes it when he
should be describing the fight he had with the boy at
the picnic. We learn nothing about the picnic fight
until, after it is allover. The two were very much
confused ln his mind.
As this' section progresses we can see
Quentin's mind becoming more and more deranged. Thi s
condition is conveyed to the reader through the gradual elimination of punctuation in the flashbacks to
past events. We have long paragraphs of words thrown
together without separation into clauses, phrases, or
even sentences, and later without even the use of
capitals. The thoughts become so confused that it is
difficult to make any. sense out of them at all. The
following, taken from . near the end of this section,
will illustrate what I mean:
--man is the arbiter of his own virtues but let
no man prescribe for another mans wellbeing and
i temporary and he was the saddest ~ord of all
there is nothing else in the world lts.no~ despair until time its not even time untll lt was .
Confusion's masterpiece marches on:
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IV
The third section is told by Jason, Quentin's younger brother, and bears the date April 6, .
1928, which, just to add another element ?f confuslon,
i s one day earlier than the date.of the . flr~t of
Benjy's section. The style of thls sectlon ls . terse
and earthy. Consider the openin~ sentence whlc~ sets
the mood immediately: "Once a bltch always a bltch,
what I say." Contrast this with the opening sentence
of Quentin's section: "When the shadow of the sas~
appeared on the curtainsE was between seven and elght
o'clock and then I was in time again,hearing the
watch." Or of Benjy's section: "Through the fence,
between the curling flower spaces, I could see them
hitting."
In this section we learn for the first time
of Candace's ultimate disgrace, of Quentin's birth
and residence in Jefferson, and of Mr. Compson's
death. None of these items are clearly stated but
can be gleaned from time to time through the one reversion to past events-- and a long one at that-that we find in this section and from remarks that
Jason l ets fall occasionally.
Caddy'S husband had promised Jason a job
in his bank after he had finished highschool, a promise which, needless to say, was never kept, a nonperformance that Jason resented bitterly even after
eighteen years. He also resented the fact that to
keep the family going, which was his responsibility,
he had to maintain a retinue of servants which he
described as "six Niggers that can't even stand up
out of a chair unless they've got a pan full of bread
and meat to balance them." He yearned for the day
when he could be rid of them all.
The basic theme of this section is Jason's
meanness. Faulkner described him as "the most vicious
c~aracter" he had ever thought of. He cheated his
nlece; he cheated his sister; he cheated his boss he e~en cheated his mother. He had a constant chip
on hls shoulder. He could say , nothing nice to anyb?dy, and an? one who offered him a kind word met only
w~th a ca~stlc rebuff. The only one Who could abide
~lm was hlS mother who continually told him what a
JOY he was to her because she considered him to be
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free of the Compson taint.
As an illustration of his cruelty, there
was the time many years earlier when Candace on a
secret visit to Jefferson had arranged with Jason
for a substantial consideration to see her infant
daughter. Jason allowed her to see Quentin all' right-he held her up for one split second while driving at
full speed past the corner where Caddy was waiting.
As a further instance was the time Jason would allow
Quentin to have only ten dollars of the fi~ty Quentin
knew her mother had sent her . And then there was
that touching episode when before Luster's very eyes
he burned two tickets to that show which Luster was
yearning to see . Even though he woul d not go to the
show himself , he would not let Luster have the ticket s .

For all his baseness, we can feel pity for
Jason on one count: He was subject to frequent horrible headaches for which aspirin and other normal
remedies were wholly ineffective. Whether it was
these headaches that made him so nasty or whether his
nastiness brought on the headaches is a question that
I will leave to the psychiatrists both in and out of
the Literary Club to resolve.

v
The fourth section is written in the third
person and is restricted to the events of Easter
Sunday, April 8, 1928 . The element of confusion that
is prevalent elsewhere is lacking in this s ection
but there is not much further enlightenment re garding
the plot. This section is concerne~ mainly wit~ a
detailed description of Jason ' s frultless pursult of
Quentin in his attempt to recover his money .
The most significant thing in this section
is ' the emergence of the character of Dilsey~ the old
Nigger mammy . The story is best.su~med up In her oft
re eated phrase: "I sees de beg1 nnln , a:r;-d now I see s
th~ endin" It was she who held the famlly to gether,
and she w~~ ~he onl¥ one whowwasc~~t~~~e~o~~~~n~~ ~~~
Benjy ' s splr1tual llfe . It a~
h
h but tha t he
not good enough to attend ~ Wh1te c urc Be that as i t
was to? good to attendla ~~~~e~i~h~~C~~r church with
may, Dllsey courageous y
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her on Easter morn.
Dilsey was the most admirable character in
the entire story. She went about her househol~
chores daily without complaint. She passed f~hJu~~e-he
ment on the weird doings of the , C?mpsons, a ,ou o s
was not above having her own oplnlo~s: ,She dld not
gossi p and discouraged goggi p or crltlclsm on ~h~ part
of others
Unfortunately her influence was llmlted
and thus ~ot too effectual, since it did not extend
far beyond the kitchen.
In this section the novel comes to an end
with Benjy riding home from his customary Sunday
"
afternoon ride, his eyes "empty and blue and serene.

VI
After reading all four sections one still
does not have a clear idea of what the story is all
about . It is most difficult to untangle the confused
time sequences of the first two sections, and the last
two sections are confined mostly to 1928. Perhaps
this confusion is justified: We rarely fully understand public events or, for that matter, the experiences of our own lives, a condition that gives
ample employment to thie historians.
In any event, MY'. "F'a1l1kner seems to have
relented, because some fifteen years after The Sound
and the Fury was first published, he wrote an Appendix which clarified many issues enormously. With
the Appendix at hand it is possible for one to read
even Benjy's section with some measure of comprehension. How anyone can make anything out of this
story without the Appendix completely mystifies me.
The Appendix has the title Compsons: 1699 and contains brief biographical sketches of various Compson forebears and of most of the characters
in the story. The accounts of the forebears add
l i ttle, but the accounts of the current members of
the family explain their relationship to each other
and what happened to them. They also carry the story
beyond 1928.
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We learn, for example, that Candace, married
and divorced a secont time, moved to Paris to dis-
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appear in 1940 during the Nazi invasion, allegedly to
become associated with the Vichy Regime. Mrs. Compson finally did die in 1933, and Jason sold the house,
which became a rooming house, got rid of the Ni ggers,
had Benjy committed to an institution, and moved into
two rooms which served him both as lodging andoffice
for his cotton brokerage business. Dilsey went to
Memphis to spend her last days with her daughter. We
are told that the pitchman Quentin ran away with was
already under sentence for bigamy, and we also are
told that she was never to marry. I somehow find it
hard to believe that she never married, but, as Mr.
Faulkner created the character in the first place, he
has the right, I suppose, to deprive her of the joys
of Matrimony if he so chooses. But, even so, I remain unconvinced.
Even the Appendix is not freeof the confusion that is rampant throughout. There are many
discrepancies. To illustrate, in the Appendix it is
stated that Quentin made her escape with the money
by climbing down a rain pipe, while in both the firs t
and fourth sections it is clearly stated that she
climbed down a tree. Could Mr. Faulkner have become
for getful in his old a ge ? Or does he just like confusion?

VII
Can there be any merit in a novel that is
put together so badly and that leaves so much in
doubt? Obviously there must be: Otherwise why writ e
this paper? One answer lies in good writing. The
versatility, change of pace, or what you Will in the
writing of the four sections .is remarkabl e . I have
tried to give a few illustrations of this.
Another answer lies in the characters that
were created. Out of all the confusion they do come
alive. We have Candace, warm, loving and sympatheti c -warm to a fault, perhaps, her tragic flaw--, her brother Quentin, sensitive beyond all reason, Jason,
surly and thwarted, Mr. Compson, intelligent but weak,
Mrs. Compson, sickly and useless, Candace's daughter,
Quentin, deprived, undisciplined, but courageous, and
finally Luster, mischievous and deceitful, yet kindly
and likable.
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One may wonder how Faulkner came to write
such a masterpiece of confusion. Where did he get
his original idea and why did he ' structure . the.novel
the way he did? His own answer to these questlons
follows, and I Quote:
It began with a mental picture. -- The
was of the muddy seat of a little girl's drawers in a pear tree where she could see through
a window where her grandmother's funeral was
taking place and report what was happening to
the brothers on the ground b elow. By the time
I explained who they were and what they. were. doing and how her pants got muddy, I reallzed lt
would be impossible to get all of it into a short
story and that it wOllIn havp. to be a book-I had already begun to tell the story throu gh
the eyes of the idiot child, since I felt that it
woul d be more effective as told by some one capable only of knowing what happened, but not why.
I saw that I had not told the story that time.
I tried to tell it a gain, the same story through
the eyes of another brother. That was still not
it. I tol d it for the third time through the
eyes of the third brother. That was still not
it. I tried to gather the pieces together and
fill in the gaps by making myself the spokesman. It was still not complete, not until fifteen years after the book was published, when I
wrote as an appendix to another book the final
effort to g et the story told and off my mind, so
that I mys elf could have some peace from it.*
Of all his works Faulkner said that The
Sound and the Fury was the one that caused him the
most anguish. Does it have any social or philosophical significance? Faulkner volunteers that the
messag e that he is trying to tell us is simply that
"man will prevail-- will endure. "*~I- I am just presumptuous enoughto dare to modify somewhat Mr. Faulkn e r's statement of his own work •• It is not a pretty
s t ory: In addition to t he general confusion, fornication, incest, suicide, imbecility, drunkenness,
hypochondria, theft, meanness, and irresponsibility
all abound. And yet, no matter how grave may be his
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or her transgressions, each character always retains
some measure of human dignity. I would therefore
modify Mr. Falukner's statement to say that "the
dignity of man will prevail-- will endure."
On this lofty note I shall rapidly bring
this paper to a close. Even Jason, for all his '
orneriness and frust:r'ation had his moment of glory .
In later years upon occasion he would proudly proclaim, "In 1865 Abe Lincoln freed the Niggers from
the Compsons. In 1933 Jason Compson freed the Compsons from the Niggers."

*
of
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